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Abstract
The Center for Adherence Support Evaluation (CASE) Adherence Index, a simple composite measure of self-reported
antiretroviral therapy (ART) adherence, was compared to a standard three-day self-reported adherence measure among
participants in a longitudinal, prospective cross-site evaluation of 12 adherence programs throughout the United States. The
CASE Adherence Index, consisting of three unique adherence questions developed for the cross-site study, along with a
three-day adherence self-report were administered by interviews every three months over a one-year period. Data from the
three cross-site adherence questions (individually and in combination) were compared to three -day self-report data and
HIV RNA and CD4 outcomes in cross-sectional analyses. The CASE Adherence Index correlated strongly with the three-
day self-reported adherence data (p B/0.001) and was more strongly associated with HIV outcomes, including a 1-log
decline in HIV RNA level (maximum OR�/2.34; p B/0.05), HIV RNAB/400 copies/ml (maximum OR�/2.33; p B/0.05)
and performed as well as the three-day self-report when predicting CD4 count status. Participants with a CASE Index
score �/10 achieved a 98 cell mean increase in CD4 count over 12 months, compared to a 41 cell increase for those with
scores 5/10 (p B/0.05). The CASE Adherence Index is an easy to administer instrument that provides an alternative method
for assessing ART adherence in clinical settings.

Introduction

Adherence to ART is widely recognized as critical for

achieving therapeutic success in the treatment of

HIV infection. Adherence has been shown to corre-

late strongly with both biologic markers of HIV and

clinical outcomes, including HIV progression and

death (Bangsberg et al., 2001a; Garcia de Olalla

et al., 2002; Hogg et al., 2002). The measurement of

adherence is problematic, however, as there is

currently no widely accepted professional consensus

for measuring adherence. In addition, little is known

about the optimal method of measuring adherence

in clinical or research practice including the use of

different instruments in different patient popula-

tions. Several methods for measuring adherence

have been employed with varying success in both

clinical trials and clinical practice. Methods have

included both indirect measures (e.g. self-report,

electronic monitoring devices, pill counts, medica-

tion refill rate and monitoring for an expected

therapeutic outcome) and direct measures (e.g.

direct observation, therapeutic drug monitoring

and biologic markers) (Arnsten et al., 2001;

Bangsberg et al., 2001b). Although some of these

measures have been useful in adherence research,

many are too laborious or impractical for routine

application in clinical settings.

The method of self-report offers the advantages of

being quick and inexpensive, while providing the

opportunity to understand patients’ perspectives

on non-adherence (Besch, 1995; Fletcher et al.,

1979). Despite indications that self-report may

overestimate adherence (Arnsten et al., 2001;

Bangsberg et al., 2000; Cramer et al., 1989; Liu

et al., 2001; Waterhouse et al., 1993), several studies

have demonstrated a strong association between

self-reported adherence and virologic, immunologic
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and clinical outcomes among HIV-infected indivi-

duals (Fischl et al., 2002; C. V. Fletcher et al., 2003;

Knobel et al., 2002; Mannheimer et al., 2002;

Mellors et al., 2002; Montaner et al., 1998;

Nieuwkerk et al., 2001; Walsh et al., 2002). Self-

reported adherence also has been shown to correlate

with plasma concentrations of antiretroviral

drugs (Nieuwkerk et al., 2001) and quality of life

(Mannheimer et al., 2005).

One widely used format for measuring self-

reported adherence is variations on the appropriate

use of medications across a fixed period of time as

typified by the three-day self-report, a subscale in

the Adult AIDS Clinical Trials Group (AACTG)

instrument (Chesney et al., 2000). This method of

eliciting from the patient the number of missed doses

for each medication in each of the prior three days,

while strongly associated with clinical outcomes in

HIV research, often requires clinic or research staff

assistance, is time-consuming and may be limited by

poor patient recall. Simpler methods may yield

similar results (Giordano et al., 2004; Knobel

et al., 2002; Mannheimer et al., 2002; Walsh et al.,

2002).

In this analysis, CASE evaluated several methods

of assessing self-reported adherence among antire-

troviral-experienced participants in a cross-site

evaluation study of 12 adherence-support programs.

We created an index of ART adherence (CASE

Adherence Index) using three standard measures of

self-reported adherence that is simple to apply and

can be employed by both researchers and clinicians

in the field. To assess the new instrument’s validity,

we compared the CASE Adherence Index to a three-

day self-report modeled after a version found in the

AACTG (Chesney et al., 2000). We then compared

the power of the CASE Adherence Index against the

three-day self-report in predicting contemporaneous

measures of HIV RNA levels and CD4 lymphocyte

counts and changes in these biologic outcomes

across a 12-month period when participants were

receiving various adherence support interventions.

Methods

Study background

In 1999, the Department of Health and Human

Services, Health Resources and Services Adminis-

tration (HRSA), HIV/AIDS Bureau and the Special

Projects of National Significance (SPNS) funded 12

sites to evaluate interventions designed to improve

ART adherence among people living with HIV/

AIDS. The interventions primarily targeted under-

served populations with high rates of co-morbidities

and barriers to ART adherence. Program locations

were geographically diverse and representative of the

AIDS epidemic in the US, including four in the

Northeast, two in the Mid-Atlantic, two in the

South, one in the Midwest, two in the West and

one in the Pacific Northwest.

The adherence support interventions were

situated in a range of clinical settings including

community health and academic medical centers.

Sites designed their own adherence interventions,

reflecting both best practice and other common

approaches for promoting ART adherence used in

the US and abroad. The singular and combined

interventions that the sites employed included, but

was not restrictive to, readiness training, modified

directly observed therapy, stages of change interven-

tions, professional case management, peer counsel-

ing and pharmacist monitoring.

Although the specific adherence interventions and

populations varied across the 12 sites, the program

evaluation strategy was common to all sites including

the evaluation design and data collection strategy,

the set of core data elements, instruments and

protocols for assessment of adherence and clinical

outcomes. Cross-site evaluation of the core data

elements was coordinated by the New York Academy

of Medicine’s (NYAM) Center for Adherence

Support Evaluation. The Institutional Review

Boards at both NYAM and each participating

site approved the study procedures, including the

informed consent protocol.

Participant eligibility and enrollment

Patients were eligible for inclusion in the cross-site

evaluation if they met the following criteria:

HIV-infected; age 18 years or older; prospective

enrollment in the site adherence support program

(though not necessarily on ART at baseline) and

ability to complete an in-person interview in English

or Spanish. Site staff recruited all individuals meet-

ing these common eligibility criteria as well as each

site’s program-specific criteria. Post-hoc estimates of

client intervention refusal rates by site ranged from

10�30% of all individuals asked to participate.

Those who agreed to enroll in the cross-site evalua-

tion completed a separate informed consent. Parti-

cipants were enrolled between July 1, 2000 and

March 31, 2002.

Data collection

Data collection consisted of individual participant

interviews and medical chart abstractions at partici-

pating sites. Standardized structured questionnaires

developed jointly by the participating SPNS

sites and CASE were used to conduct individual

participant interviews at baseline and at three, six,

nine, and 12 months after enrollment. Follow-up

854 S. B. Mannheimer et al.
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interviews were scheduled at three-month intervals

starting from the enrollment interview date. Inter-

viewers from each site received training from CASE

staff to ensure standardization. While the majority of

interviews and chart abstractions were conducted by

healthcare professionals, including primary-care

physicians, nurse practitioners, registered nurses,

pharmacists, nutritionists and case managers, some

data were collected by trained peer counselors and

program volunteers.

The core cross-site questionnaire included items

about sociodemographics (e.g. age, race/ethnicity,

gender, educational level, current housing, employ-

ment, income and type of health insurance coverage)

and self-reported ART adherence. Chart abstrac-

tions from participants’ medical records were con-

ducted at baseline and at three-month follow-up

intervals at each site to collect HIV RNA levels and

CD4 counts, clinical psychiatric diagnoses, ART

medications and adherence to medical appoint-

ments. Data collected locally were sent to CASE

for data management, quality control and entry into

the cross-site database. Data were stored into a

Microsoft ACCESS 2000 database. All statistical

analyses were performed using SAS software release

8.2 and S-PLUS release 6.2.

Measures

The CASE Adherence Index. Based on the results

of correlation and principal components analyses,

the CASE Adherence Index was developed as a

composite (sum) of three self-reported measures of

adherence:

A1. Self-reported frequency of ‘difficulty taking HIV

medications on time (no more than two hours before

or two hours after the time your doctor told you to

take it)’. Responses were: never, rarely, most of the

time or all of the time.

A2. Self-reported ‘average number of days per week

at least one dose of HIV medications was missed’.

Responses were: everyday, 4�6 days per week, 2�3

days per week, once a week, less than once a week or

never. (Reverse coded for analysis).

A3. Self-reported ‘last time missed at least one dose

of HIV medications’. Responses were: within the

past week, 1�2 weeks ago, 3�4 weeks ago, between

one and three months ago, more than three months

ago or never.

The correlations among these three questions*
difficulty taking medications on time, average num-

ber of days per week missed at least one dose and last

time missed at least one dose*were moderate,

suggesting that they partially measured different

dimensions of adherence (Table I). In a principal

component analysis of the three variables (A1, A2,

A3), the first principal component explained 69% of

the total variation in the three variables and was

equal to 0.51+A1�/0.62+A2�/0.59+A3. Since the

first principal component showed approximately

equal loadings on the three factors, we considered

the sum as the CASE Adherence Index, with A1

contributing a possible range of one to four points,

and A2 and A3 each contributing one to six points

(see Appendix). Composite scores ranged from three

to 16 with higher scores indicating better adherence.

AACTG three-day self-report

We compared the CASE Adherence Index and its

individual components to a three-day self-report

originally developed by Chesney, et al. (2000) for

the AACTG. The three -day self-report consists of a

day-by-day recall, assessing the number of doses

prescribed and the number of doses missed per

medication in the prior three days. An adherence

rate was calculated for each ART medication by

averaging the number of doses taken divided by

doses prescribed for that medication in the prior

three days. An overall adherence rate for the regimen

(SR3) was obtained by averaging the adherence rates

for all of the ART medications in the regimen.

The three-day self-report overall adherence rate

was analyzed both continuously and as a dichoto-

mous variable using a cut-off of ]/95% or not, based

on findings by Paterson, et al. (2000) and others, of

the significant impact on virologic outcome when

adherence falls below 95% (Paterson et al., 2000;

Mannheimer, 2005).

HIV RNA levels

HIV RNA levels were measured in two ways: (1) as a

dichotomous variable of 1-log decrease in log HIV

Table I. Correlations among adherence measures.

Measures A1 A2 A3 SR3

CASE

Adherence

Index

A1 1.000 0.501 0.407 0.260 0.642

A2 1.000 0.698 0.373 0.861

A3 1.000 0.242 0.934

SR3 1.000 0.440

Note: P �/0.000 for all cells.

Note: A1�/Self-reported frequency of taking medications on time.

A2�/Self-reported average number of times/week missed at least

one dose or did not take the full amount.

A3�/Self-reported last time missed at least one dose of HIV

medications or did not take the full amount.

SR3�/3-Day self-report.

A novel method for measuring adherence to antiretroviral therapy 855
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RNA from baseline to follow-up level and (2) as a

dichotomous variable of undetectable HIV RNA at

follow-up. Undetectable HIV RNA was defined as

HIV RNAB/400 because all of the sites did not have

access to ultra-sensitive HIV RNA testing. Indivi-

dual cases from any site with HIV RNA levels B/400

copies/ml at baseline were excluded from the one-log

decrease measure.

CD4 counts

Change in CD4 cell count was measured for each

individual participant by taking the difference

between the raw quarterly CD4 counts and the raw

CD4 baseline measures.

Data analysis

Two steps were taken to assess the CASE Adherence

Index’s reliability and validity. In the first step we

estimated the CASE Adherence Index’s degree of

sensitivity and specificity to changes in the three-day

self-report across four cross-sectional time periods.

In the second, we compared the CASE Adherence

Index and the three-day self-report’s sensitivity to

changes in HIV virologic outcomes and CD4 counts

across time.

Cross-sectional data from the baseline and three-,

six-, nine- and 12-month interviews and quarterly

corresponding HIV RNA levels and CD4 laboratory

values were used in these analyses. Only participants

on ART at the time of the baseline interview were

included in these analyses. For each cross-section,

only interviews conducted within a 90-day (9/45

days) window of the target interview date were

included in that quarter’s analysis. Interviews com-

pleted more than 45 days after their due date were

treated as interviews for the next quarter. Cases with

missing quarterly interviews were excluded from that

corresponding quarterly analysis. Laboratory data

were assessed at baseline or within a quarter if

specimens were collected within 45 days prior to or

on the day of the baseline interview or within a

30-day window prior to or after the corresponding

follow-up interview date. Cases with missing adher-

ence and lab values were excluded from the corre-

sponding quarterly analyses.

Sample available for analyses

Participants on ART at program entry who com-

pleted a baseline interview and had corresponding

HIV RNA levels and CD4 count laboratory values

formed the starting pool of analyzable participants

(n�/1,154). A significant decrease in cases available

for analyses occurred at follow-up due to a number

of factors, including participant attrition before the

three-month follow-up interview (n�/252; 22%),

not being on ART at the time of the three-month

interview (n�/231; 20%), not having an interview in

the appropriate time frame (n�/140; 12%) and

the lack of corresponding lab values within the

specified window period (n�/7; 0.6%). Thus, data

from 524 participants were available for the CASE

Adherence Index construction; a total of 524, 439,

315, and 305 participants were used to assess the

sensitivity and specificity of the CASE Adherence

Index to changes in the AACTG three-day self-

report at three, six, nine, and 12 months respec-

tively; a total of 405, 328, 248 and 240 cases were

used to assess the relationship between the CASE

Adherence Index, the three -day self-report and HIV

RNA levels at three, six, nine and 12 months,

respectively; for the analysis of changes in CD4

counts after baseline measurement 402, 346, 246

and 244 participants were used respectively at three,

six, nine and 12 months.

Results

Participant characteristics

The three-month cohort (n�/ 524) used in these

analyses included 35% women, 67% African

Americans and the mean age was 40 years of age

(Table II). Nearly two-fifths did not complete high

school. Heterosexual contact was the most common

self-reported mode of HIV transmission (48%),

followed by men reporting sex with men and

injection drug use. The demographics of this subset

were not significantly different from the sample of

1,154 participants who completed a baseline inter-

view or from that of the six-, nine-, or 12-month

cross-sections. At baseline the median CD4 count

was 216 cells/mm3 and the median log10 viral load

was 4.44; 19.5% (225/1,154) had an undetectable

viral load (B/400 copies/ml) at baseline.

Relationships between CASE adherence index and three-

day self-report

The sensitivity and specificity of the CASE Adher-

ence Index with respect to three -day self-reported

adherence were calculated at different cut-off scores,

as shown in Table III. Based on this analysis, a cut-

off score of ten on the CASE Adherence Index was

used to dichotomize the CASE Adherence Index in

the following analyses to maximize the sensitivity

and specificity of the index with respect to the three-

day self-report set at 95% adherence.

Using logistic regression for the four serial cross-

sections at three, six, nine, and 12 months after

enrollment, the odds of having an AACTG three-day

self-reported adherence score �/95% was at least

856 S. B. Mannheimer et al.
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60 times (p B/0.001) more for those with a CASE

Adherence Index score �/10 compared to those with

lower scores. Similar results were found for each of

the four cross-sectional analyses.

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves

(Hanley & McNeil, 1982) were then drawn based on

the logistic regression results, with the area under the

ROC curve (between the x-axis and the curve)

providing a quantitative measure of the accuracy

of these predictions (Delong et al., 1988).

Areas closer to 1.0 reflect better predictive power,

whereas areas of 0.5 are no better than chance.

Statistical differences between two curves (areas)

were tested using a generalized U-statistic (Delong et

al., 1988). The strong association between three-day

self-report adherence at 95% and the CASE

Adherence Index at ten also was reflected in ROC

curves (Figure 1), where the areas under the curves

were all �/0.86.

Relationship between self-reported adherence measures

and HIV RNA

To compare and validate the three-day adherence

self-report and the CASE Adherence Index as

measures of ART adherence, we examined each

instrument’s relationship to HIV virologic outcomes.

The 929 (out of 1154) participants with HIV

RNA�/400 copies/ml at baseline were included in

the analysis for modeling the odds of a 1-log decline

in HIV RNA, resulting in 405, 328, 248 and 240

participants for this analysis at three, six, nine and 12

months, respectively.

The odds ratios (Table IV) show that the CASE

Adherence Index scores �/10 were strongly asso-

ciated with both a 1-log decrease in HIV RNA level

and achieving HIV RNAB/400 copies/ml at every

follow-up time point (p B/0.05 at three, six, nine,

Table III. Sensitivity and specificity of CASE Adherence Index

with 3-day self-report adherence.

CASE Adherence

Index score Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

5 99.28 8

6 98.32 18

7 96.64 30

8 92.57 52

9 84.65 77

10 74.1 99

11 62.83 99

12 55.64 100

13 48.2 100

14 38.61 100

15 25.42 100

3m
Area= 0.865 +/- 0.017

6m
Area= 0.871 +/- 0.018

9m
Area= 0.862 +/- 0.021

False Positive Ratio

S
en

si
tiv

ity

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

12m
Area= 0.86 +/- 0.023

Figure 1. ROC curve for CASE Adherence Index as predictor of

self-reported adherence at three, six, nine and 12 months, p -value

(for H0: Area�/0.5 versus H1: Area�/0.5)B/0.05.

Table II. Baseline participant characteristics for the 3-month

cohort (n�/524).

40.13 (SD�/8.6)

Mean age, years % (N )

Gender

Male 65 (335)

Female 34 (179)

Transgender 1 (1)

Race/Ethnicity

African American 66 (337)

Latino 5 (26)

White 26 (130)

Other 3 (13)

Education

Not high school graduate 41 (183)

High school graduate or GED 36 (161)

Some college/technical school or beyond 23 (106)

Self-reported HIV risk behavior

Men reporting sex with men 29 (159)

Injecting drug use 16 (80)

Had sex with men and injected drugs 2 (6)

Heterosexual contact 45 (267)

Heterosexual contact and injected drugs 3 (28)

Blood transfusion, blood components or

tissue

3 (17)

Other 2 (11)

Mean CD4 count, cells/mm3 256

(SD) 251

Median CD4 count, cells/mm3 193

Mean log10 HIV RNA level 3.99

(SD) 1.35

Median log10 HIV RNA level 4.27

Note: N�/ 524 represents participants receiving antiretroviral

therapy who had 3-month and baseline interview with corre-

sponding adherence, CD4, and HIV RNA data, missing values

result in different total for each variable.

A novel method for measuring adherence to antiretroviral therapy 857
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and 12 months for both virologic endpoints, except

p B/0.10 for a 1-log HIV RNA decline at three

months and a HIV RNAB/400 copies at 12 months).

The association between 95% adherence by three-

day self-report with these virologic outcomes was not

as strong, with significance only seen at the six-

month time point for a 1-log decrease in HIV RNA,

and at the six and nine month time point for HIV

RNAB/400.

Sensitivity and specificity of the three-day adher-

ence self-report and CASE Adherence Index mea-

sures as predictors of a 1-log decrease in HIV RNA

from baseline were calculated to obtain ROC curves

(Figure 2). The areas under the ROC curves were

consistently higher for the CASE Adherence Index

than the three-day self-report, suggesting a more

robust association between the CASE Adherence

Index and virologic outcome. Statistically significant

differences in the area under the ROC curves for the

two adherence measures, however, were achieved

only for the 12-month cross-section (Figure 2).

Relationship between self-reported adherence measures

and CD4 cell counts

For the analysis of change in CD4 count from

baseline, only clients on ART at baseline (n�/768)

were included, resulting in 402, 346, 246 and 244

participants for this analysis at three, six, nine and 12

months, respectively. Change in CD4 cell count was

measured for each individual participant by taking

the difference between the CD4 count at each time-

point and at baseline. Changes from baseline CD4

count at each specific time point were calculated

and correlated with adherence measures at baseline.

T-tests were used for each cross-section to assess

group differences in mean change in CD4 count

from baseline to three, six, nine, and 12 months

between adherent and non-adherent clients, as

assessed by the two adherence measures at each

time point. Pooled variance estimates were used to

calculate the t-test statistics.

A strong relationship was seen between the CASE

Adherence Index score and change in CD4 count

from baseline to 12 months (Table V). Participants

with baseline CASE Adherence Index scores �/10

had a mean CD4 cell count increase of 98 cells over

12 months, compared to a mean increase of 41 cells

among the group with baseline CASE Adherence

Index scores 5/10 (p�/0.02). The difference in

change in CD4 counts over 12 months between

high three-day self-report (]/ 95%) and low three-

day self-report (B/95%) was not significant (79

versus 64 cells, respectively). The differences from

baseline to three, six and nine months were not

significant for either of the adherence measures,

suggesting a slow rate of change of CD4 cell count

over time.

Discussion

This study identified a new measure of self-reported

adherence that was easy to administer and score. It

compared the CASE Adherence Index’s and the

AACTG-based three-day self-report’s association

with virologic markers associated with outcomes of

HIV treatment in a variety of clinical settings with a

Ad95

Area= 0.514 +/- 0.038

False Positive Ratio

S
en

si
tiv

ity

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Cindex
Area= 0.594 +/- 0.038

Figure 2. ROC for three-day self reported adherence and by

CASE Adherence Index at 12 months as predictor of viral

suppression (1-log decrease in HIV RNA from baseline). p (H0:

Two roc curves are different)�/0.0065.

Table IV. Association of change in HIV RNA level with adherence measures.

OR estimate for viral suppression (1-log decrease in HIV RNA

or HIV RNAB/400 copies/ml) from baseline

Adherence measure Comparison HIV RNA measure 3 Months 6 Months 9 Months 12 Months

3-Day self-report �/95% versus 5/95% 1-log decrease 1.23 2.26** 1.53 1.16

HIV RNAB/400 0.97 2.3** 1.66* 1.23

CASE Adherence Index �/10 versus 5/10 1-log decrease 1.52* 1.9** 1.76** 2.13**

HIV RNAB/400 1.6** 1.68** 1.87** 1.6*

Note: *p B/0.10 **p B/0.05.
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diverse and antiretroviral experienced patient popu-

lation. The correlation between the CASE Adher-

ence Index scores and the AACTG-based three-day

self-report as expressed in both measures’ high

degree of sensitivity and specificity indicate that

they are concurrently valid.

The CASE Adherence Index is a composite

measure composed of three simple questions addres-

sing three different aspects of ART adherence:

difficulty taking ART medication on time, frequency

of missed ART doses and time since most recent

missed ART dose. We found that it was able to

predict virologic response and was highly correlated

with the previously validated ACTG three-day recall.

However, in contrast to the three-day self-report,

whose utility is limited by the complexity of the

assessment questions, the length of the instrument

and a patient’s ability to recall their ART medica-

tions accurately, the CASE Adherence Index is brief,

not dependent on specific medication recall and

requires limited training before it can be implemen-

ted in the field by both HIV practitioners and

researchers.

Data to test the reliability and validity of the

CASE Adherence Index originated in interventions

primarily targeting underserved populations with

high rates of co-morbidities and barriers to ART

adherence living in representative regions of the US.

The study was conducted in diverse healthcare

settings that designed their own adherence interven-

tions, which included a range of approaches, reflect-

ing both best practice and other common

approaches for promoting ART adherence used in

the US and abroad. Given the diversity of the patient

population, the heterogeneity of support program

types and the variety of interventions employed by

the sites, our confidence in the generalizability of the

findings is strong.

There are several limitations that should be

considered in interpreting our findings. First, the

study population represents the 1,154 individuals

who agreed to participate in the local sites’ adher-

ence programs. Unfortunately, the sites refusal rates

and the characteristics of those refusing to partici-

pate were not uniformly collected. In addition,

although 1,154 participants formed the starting

pool of subjects for this analysis, the cross-sections

in the analysis consisted of less than half of these

participants. Attrition after baseline measurement

varied by site and patient characteristics. A pre-

liminary analysis of the data indicates attrition in this

sample may be a multi-variate function of patient

characteristics, prior ART adherence status and

service provision type. The issue of program attrition

in relationship to measurement error as a function of

site, patient and interviewer characteristics will be

considered in subsequent papers.

Given that the interventions targeted a population

of HIV patients with high rates of barriers to

maintaining adherence to care, the rate of program

attrition was not unanticipated by the researchers

who employed cross-site data pooling to increase the

power of their statistical tests. Despite the level of

attrition, the participants assessed in these analyses

still represented a large, diverse group that reflects

the current HIV epidemic in the US.

Sample attrition may not have been the only

source of measurement error in this study. Self-

reported adherence is subject to upward bias in part

due to social desirability, experimenter expectations

and increased monitoring. These effects may be just

as manifest in the three-day self-report or any other

self-reported measure of adherence as in the CASE

Table V. Change in CD4 count from baseline to three, six, nine and 12-month follow-up interviews.

Follow-up time Adherence measure Comparison Mean change in CD4 Standard error P -value

3 months 3-day self-report �/95% 29.86 8.61 0.88

5/95% 32.55 15.23

CASE Index �/10 38.4 10.65 0.2

5/10 18.74 11.04

6 months 3-day self-report �/95% 26.08 11.3 0.48

5/95% 40.65 15.65

CASE Index �/10 24.04 13.45 0.62

5/10 33.68 13.88

9 months 3-day self-report �/95% 55.2 9.2 0.78

5/95% 49.14 25.12

CASE Index �/10 55.25 11.43 0.51

5/10 42.92 15.82

12 months 3-day self-report �/95% 79.31 14.03 0.57

5/95% 64.3 21.42

CASE Index �/10 97.51 17.4 0.02

5/10 40.66 16.82

A novel method for measuring adherence to antiretroviral therapy 859
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Adherence Index. However, it is also possible that

responses to the generally framed adherence related

questions in the CASE Adherence Index may reduce

social desirability bias as opposed to focusing on

behavior in the three previous days as in the three-

day self-report. This may have contributed to the

stronger association between the CASE Adherence

Index and the virologic markers. The question of

response bias associated with the authority of the

interviewer, intervention setting and purpose is well

worth studying and may be the subject of another

analysis.

In our study, the CASE Adherence Index was a

better predictor of HIV RNA than three-day self-

report. The index also preformed as well as three-

day self-report as a predictor of CD4 counts. The

CASE Adherence Index’s ease and speed of admin-

istration suggest that it is a useful tool for assessing

ARTadherence as part of routine clinical assessment

in standard HIV care. The use of the index in clinical

practice will enable health care providers and other

treatment staff to provide rapid feedback to support

their clients’ efforts to maintain adherence to ART.
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Appendix

Case Adherence Index questionnaire

Please ask each question and circle the correspond-

ing number next to the answer, then add up the

numbers circled to calculate Index score.

A1. How often do you feel that you have difficulty

taking your HIV medications on time? By ‘on

time’ we mean no more than two hours before or

two hours after the time your doctor told you to

take it.

4 Never

3 Rarely

2 Most of the time

1 All of the time

A2. On average, how many days per week would

you say that you missed at least one dose of your

HIV medications?

1 Everyday

2 4�6 days/week

3 2�3 days/week

4 Once a week

5 Less than once a week

6 Never

7

A3. When was the last time you missed at least

one dose of you HIV medications?

1 Within the past week

2 1�2 weeks ago

3 3�4 weeks ago

4 Between 1 and 3 months ago

5 More than 3 months ago

6 Never

INDEX SCORE: _________

�/10�/good adherence

5/10�/poor adherence
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